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Abstract. Sensor Networks are heavily resource-constrained but nevertheless
demand for generic flexible and efficient solutions to improve application
development. By looking at the network as a collection of services, a user or a
network node can use Service Discovery to browse locate and use the available
services on the network. Moreover, Service Discovery besides enabling
connection to external computer networks and interconnection between WSNs
would simplify network self-organization and self-configuration. This paper
proposes a simple solution for Service Support in WSNs based on Directed
Diffusion. This paper addresses issues like efficiency, network
interconnectivity, mobility and scalability. Preliminary simulation results show
acceptable performance in distributed mode and point out the importance of
good MAC and transport support.
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1 Introduction
Recent technology advances in networking and embedded systems have enabled the
research and development of new devices characterized for their communication
ability, small size, sensor capabilities and programmability. Attracting much attention
from the scientific community, a main goal to attain is to use these devices to build
wireless sensor networks, long-lived, self-organized and disposable networks for a
myriad of applications.
Sensor networks are data-centric, and thus, service discovery comes as a natural
solution to this area. By looking at the network as a collection of services, a user or a
network node can use Service Discovery to browse, locate and use the available
services on the network. Moreover, Service Discovery easily enables connection to
external computer networks as well as interconnection between WSNs. It can play a
very important role in dynamic self-organization and self-configuration by allowing
nodes to locate and use services to configure itself, as well as locate other services
required for its normal operation.

Service discovery is a well studied topic in computer networks. However, the
already proposed solutions cannot be directly applied in WSNs as they require
memory, processor and bandwidth characteristics which sensor networks hardly can
provide.
The protocol architecture and service information maintenance, the service access
support, the service description schema, service browsing and discovery model can be
identified as the major aspects that characterize a service discovery solution. The
architecture defines the relation between the several protocol entities and can be
classified as distributed, centralized or hybrid. Service information maintenance is
closely tied to the architecture and is concerned to how and where service information
is maintained in the network. Service access is related to the support offered by the
protocol to the connection establishment between a service client and a given server.
Service description concerns the naming schemes applied to the services and the
structures that contain the services information. Service browsing is associated to the
capability of discovering available services on the network with few or no service
information known beforehand. Finally, the service discovery model refers to the way
in which services are discovered. This can usually be a process initiated by the service
announcer (push model) or by the requester (pull model).
NanoSLP [1] is one of the few proposals in this area. It is based on the IETF
Service Location Protocol [2] and provides a very simplified version of it, adequate to
WSN constraints. It is, however, a preliminary approach in the scope of the NanoIP
[1] project, and still requires some amount of study concerning its functionalities and
results. Two proposals for integrating Service Discovery are presented in the context
of the EYES framework [3]. The first is a classical approach based on the description
of services using simple identities and one-to-one communication. It is integrated
with the routing protocol and lightweight but does not, however, address some issues,
like service browsing. The second one is based on the publish/subscribe model and
data-centric routing protocols and considers interfacing with external networks.
Distributed service directories for increased performance and scalability are also
proposed for both solutions.
Other projects [4], [5], [6], [7] are also of interest as they use the service paradigm
to simplify interconnection between sensor networks and exterior networks based on
IP overlay networks.
Application-related naming schemes are often employed, enabling functionalities
similar to those provided by Service Discovery (e.g. network queries). In this context,
sensor nodes are viewed as something which can provide or process information of a
given type, which is virtually the same as considering sensor nodes as simple service
providers. There are, some interesting developments in this area [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12] which propose mechanisms for nodes to specify their interests on certain kinds of
data, to which matching sensor nodes respond with the requested information. These
solutions enable data fusion, mitigating problems like message implosion and
overlapping.
Current service discovery solutions in WSNs tend to consider only subsets of the
main SD aspects and are mainly focused on simplified versions of IP-based protocols.
On the other hand, application related naming schemes are mainly concerned with
data diffusion and imply a smaller abstraction level than the one provided by the

services paradigm and do not really consider important issues like connection to the
outside world and bidirectional data flow.
The goal of this work is to propose TSD, a Tiny Service Discovery solution for
WSNs which allows nodes to easily discover, locate and announce services, providing
a standardized abstraction to enable simple interoperability between heterogeneous
nodes as well as interconnectivity with heterogeneous networks and the outside
world.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the main issues in Service
Discovery are discussed in section 2, along with the proposed solutions. In section 3,
an overview of the developed architecture is highlighted. Section 4 briefly covers
preliminary protocol simulation and the main obtained results. Finally, section 5
concludes the paper and defines topics for further research.

2 Service Discovery Design in Sensor Networks
The various different aspects of service discovery need careful study in order to
specify a suitable protocol for wireless sensor networks
The proposed approaches to the main issues related to the design of a suitable
service discovery protocol for WSNs are discussed in the following subsections.
2.1 Service Discovery Protocol Architecture
Many sensor networks are characterized by flat topologies which offer simplicity, but
in certain applications may hinder scalability and efficiency. Structured topologies
can mitigate these issues by introducing central nodes organized in a hierarchical
manner, forming clusters and backbones, but often imposing restrictions on mobility.
To handle both topologies types, TSD offers support by providing two different
approaches. Flat topologies call for fully distributed solutions where service
information is spread over all service providers in the network. On the other hand, in
structured topologies, service directories are taken into account. Service directories
can take advantage of the presence of backbone nodes and cluster heads by providing
central service information repositories. This centralized approach may produce less
traffic, but arises several other issues, such as self-organization of the central overlay
and directory updates.
By caching service information from other service directories, traffic between
central nodes can be reduced. Furthermore, cached information can also be used to
identify paths to certain service types and forward queries to particular network areas
or nodes instead of flooding it.
In addition to the services provided by individual sensor nodes, many services are
associated with sensor networks as whole, or with regions within. These services are
the ones more relevant to the outside. Taking advantage of the fact that nodes
interfacing with the exterior are usually less restrained devices, in TSD these nodes
act as gateways. The network services can thus be coherently announced to the
outside as if they were provided by the gateway nodes themselves.

Services may also span multiple sensor networks. This functionality is assured by
the usually called bridge node, which propagates service discovery messages between
two connected neighbor networks according to rules defined by the protocol as to
restrain uncontrolled message propagation.
2.2 Service Discovery Component Architecture
To avoid wasting resources, the protocol should provide independent modules, so that
the various nodes in the network only to store and run the protocol components they
actually need.
Integration with lower layers is also of importance. Using a data-centric routing
protocol can have great impact in the protocol design, since it provides basic service
discovery functionalities. In this context, Directed Diffusion [13] comes as a good
candidate to support TSD. Since packet loss and packet retransmission imply
additional energy consumption, providing congestion control and reliable transport
can also be of importance.
2.3 Service Discovery Protocol
The protocol must be extremely streamlined, providing means to convey the
necessary information with the least and smallest messages possible. Apart from
efficiency, there are many issues the protocol has to address which can be divided in
two categories: distributed and centralized.
Centralized Approach. Service directories maintain information about the services
provided in their neighborhoods and can be contacted by local nodes and other service
directories to provide requested service information. Periodic queries are the usual
way to update service directories. However, they often imply the transmission of
time-redundant data, and so, resource waste. It is preferable to have new nodes
announcing their arrival to the network than waiting for the service directory to find
them, letting the network react quickly to those arrivals. To detect node departure,
every sensor node provides a special service: the heartbeat. Each node periodically
sends a very small message indicating the service directory he is alive and well. In the
same fashion, the service directory periodically broadcasts its presence, so that
moving nodes may dynamically associate themselves to new service directories.
The use of the push model (requesting information) combined with the pull model
(send announcements to the network), minimize the need for periodic messages.
Using the service directory in local queries has the advantage of producing a single
response and the disadvantage of establishing non-optimal paths. As the number of
service data packets is usually a lot larger than the SD protocol exchange, it is
important that the path connecting client and server is optimized. Nonetheless, the
service directory can answer in the place of nodes to which the request did not arrive.
However, if the query is for service types (browsing), matters are different, since a
node only wishes to know the types of the available services, for which the service
directory has a prompt answer.

Depending on the query scope is, the local service directory may forward the
request to other service directories and aggregate their responses.
Distributed Approach. In distributed mode, each sensor node announces its own
services. A combination of the push and pull models is once more proposed. In this
manner, a node joining the network announces its services so anyone interested can
react accordingly, and a requester can send a query to the network when he sees fit.
This allows good response to mobility while generating as little traffic as possible.
Common issues. As efficiency is a paramount requirement, the SD protocol must
guarantee it by reducing protocol traffic as much as possible. Using attributes and
operators in the queries and announcements can make them very flexible, optimizing
the number of responses and their size. As responses converge on the requester node,
data aggregation can be used to combine certain responses.
Since the connection to the outside is a requirement, there is usually a trade-off
between interoperability and energy efficiency. IP-based protocols are usually
unsuitable for resource-constrained WSNs and inefficient even when simplified.
Interoperability can thus be assured at a higher level by the less resource-restricted
gateways nodes.
To maintain scalability support, discoverability has to be sacrificed. Scopes have to
be defined to avoid uncontrolled network floods. In this manner, queries and
announcements will have a maximum number of hops they can travel, restraining
network traffic, but also limiting the obtained results.
2.4 Service Browsing
A user may want at any time to check the available services in order to decide which
services to use. Inside a sensor network, browsing may not be so important, as
communication is machine to machine. However, if a node is a little more flexible
and can operate according to the available services, then it can take advantage of
service browsing in order to select which type to use.
2.5 Service Access
The common solution concerning service access is to simply provide all necessary
information for the service client to connect to the server. Nevertheless if a node
queries the network for a given service, then it will most likely want to access it. In
this manner, when indicated in the query, the SD protocol can use the underlying
routing protocol to set-up paths and connect the service providers to the requester.
Directed Diffusion sets paths only from the source to sink. Instead of one-way data
flows, a service may present some interactivity, and so, messages may flow in both
directions. Messages from the service user can be treated as regular queries, which
may flood the network. However, as data travels to the requester, nodes in its path can
temporarily cache information about the data and the sources from which they

received it. Using this information, matching queries from the requester can be
forwarded trough the inverse path.

2.6 Service Description
For maximum flexibility and simplicity, services are described as sets of attributes,
which in turn are identifier/value pairs. Matching can thus be done with operators in
an efficient and powerful manner. Service types organized in a semantic hierarchy
provide the most expressive approach. It enables powerful service description and
service browsing by allowing for nodes to lookup services of a given type or subtypes. Service types have a unique identifier in order to avoid the need to use the
whole path in the hierarchy, and thus produce smaller protocol messages.
Finally, some services may have little interest to the outside of the network. On the
other hand, other services may exist only to be exported to the outside of the network.
In this context, the service description must contain an attribute which indicates if the
gateways should export the service to the outside or not.

3 TSD Architecture
From the point of view of the proposed architecture, we consider four different
entities: service providers; service requesters; service directories; gateways and
bridges. As depicted in figure 1, service providers and requesters can be organized in
groups, each group with its own service directory. The sensor network is connected to
the outside through a gateway and may be connected to other sensor networks through
bridges. Alternatively, in case the sensor network has a flat topology, service
directories may not be present.
A service provider, as the name indicates, presents services that other nodes in the
network can use. It announces its services when joining the network and it is able to
respond to queries matching local services.
A node which uses services is a service requester. It is able to browse the network
by sending queries for available service types, to obtain information on services
matching a given description, and to access services. It can also use services in the
network as part of services he provides himself. In this case, the node is also a service
provider.
Service Directories keep track of the services provided in their vicinity by
receiving the announcements of new nodes, and periodically check whether or not
registered services are still available.
The gateways act as points from which users access the network, providing the
functionalities of the usual sink nodes by collecting sensor data and issuing
commands and request to nodes in the network.
Bridges interconnect independent sensor networks by simply forwarding service
requests and announcements (as well as data) between them in a controlled manner.
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Fig. 1. TSD network architecture.

In Directed Diffusion gradients are associated to a value which describes the data rate
to each neighbor for a given data type. In our protocol, a message should not be
forwarded by several different paths, since the underlying transport protocol should
assure packet delivery. The gradient is thus used to select one preferred path and can
be updated using feedback from the transport protocol. For equal gradients, paths will
be chosen in an alternating manner, playing in favor of uniform energy consumption.
Protocol messages are sets of attribute type, operator, value tuples. Similarly to
SCADDS [14], two types of attributes are considered: actual, which define actual
values like the type of a service in a service response; and formal, which specify the
values of attributes that define what we are looking for. Matching occurs when the
formal attributes of a query match the correspondent actual attributes of a service
description. A response to a query contains only the attributes present in the query,
allowing in this manner selective access to information.
Actual attributes are identified by the use of the operator IS followed by the actual
value of the attribute. Greater Than (GT), Less Than (LT), Greater and Less or Equal
(GE and LE), Equal (EQ) and Different (NOT) are used to define formal attributes.
ANY is also an operator which defines a formal attribute. It indicates that its value is
not restricted, but should be present in the response
Attribute types have implicit data types. If a node receives a query containing an
unknown attribute type, there is no possible match, and so the node acts accordingly.
The Service attribute identifies a service type. This is obviously an actual attribute
of service descriptions and responses and a formal attribute in a query. HOPS is an
optional actual attribute which can be used to specify the maximum scope of
propagation for a given query or announcement.
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Fig. 2. Example protocol message structure.

4 Simulation and Results
To perform a preliminary protocol analysis, its behavior was simulated using
GloMoSim [15]. A simple scenario1 was defined to study protocol traffic,
effectiveness and efficiency in distributed, without node mobility, consisting of 10 to
50 nodes providing four different service types uniformly distributed. Once per hour,
a node would then browse the network, and, according to the results, request access to
a given randomly selected set of services based on node location.
Simulation parameters were based on 802.14.5 radios using TSMA [16] MAC and a
simple upstream transport protocol based on implicit acknowledgements. MAC and
transport overhead in terms of energy and protocol traffic are not considered in the
results. For each set of parameters five simulation runs were performed to obtain
statically correct results. Finally a simplified version of the protocol using flooding
was considered for comparison purposes.
As expected, the protocol performs better than a simple flood based protocol in
terms of energy and traffic efficiency, as illustrated in figures 3 and 4. The reference
protocol produced from 637 to 830 bytes per node, while TSD generated traffic
ranged from 551 to 637 bytes with little dependence of the number of nodes. As for
delay, TSD presents considerable larger delays due to the transport protocol and its
retransmissions. This, however, in not a major issue in WSNs. Success rate and
discoverability (rate between existing matching services and effective query results)
are not dissimilar in both protocols. The flood-based protocol presented a
discoverability of 92.6% to 73.6% while TSD values vary between 95.5% and 70.3%.
Even using TSMA, as the number of nodes increases, the number of packet collisions
grows drastically, resulting in lost packets. As the TSD sends responses through
single paths, packet loss affects severely its performance resulting in lower
discoverability values than the flood-based protocol for larger networks.
Even though overall results are acceptable, they should be largely improved in
future developments with the study of suitable MAC and transport protocols.

1

A sensor network providing temperature, luminosity, humidity and pressure measurements
periodically accessed by a user to monitor climacteric conditions of a given area.
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5 Conclusions
This paper proposes the application of the service paradigm to wireless sensor
networks. Service Discovery can play a very important role in self-organized and selfconfigured sensor networks. It allows new nodes to easily discover basic
configuration services, to locate services required for their operation and to announce
their own services to the network. Generic solutions bring important advantages, not
only by simplifying application development, but also, by providing a standardized
abstraction and enabling simple interoperability between heterogeneous nodes as well
as interconnectivity with heterogeneous networks and the outside world. The main
issues in designing a simple and efficient service discovery protocol, suitable for the
constraints of sensor networks while maintaining all the functionalities were
discussed and a solution was presented.
As a preliminary performance analysis, the protocol behavior was simulated in
distributed mode and compared to a service discovery protocol based on flood
messages. Overall results were acceptable and the energy efficiency was evident. The

importance of efficient MAC and transport protocols on the service discovery
protocol performance is a major conclusion to be drawn.
Finally, there is still much work left for future developments, namely the study of
suitable MAC and transport protocols and synchronization mechanisms. Concerning
result analysis, future work encompasses the study of the impact of aggregation;
inverse paths and smart query forwarding; computation delays; service traffic; impact
of scopes on discoverability; mobility; cluster formation and centralized operation.
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